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Abstract
Eastern North American wolves have long been recognized as morphologically distinct from both coyotes
and gray wolves. This has led to questions regarding their origins and taxonomic status. Eastern wolves are
mainly viewed as: (1) a smaller subspecies of gray wolf (Canis lupus lycaon), potentially the result of
historical hybridization between gray wolves (C. lupus) and red wolves (C. rufus), (2) a hybrid, the result of
gray wolf (C. lupus) and coyote (C. latrans) interbreeding, or (3) a distinct species, C. lycaon, closely related
to the red wolf (C. rufus). Although debate persists, recent molecular studies suggest that the eastern wolf is
not a gray wolf subspecies, nor the result of gray wolf/coyote hybridization. Eastern wolves were more
likely a distinct species, C. lycaon, prior to the eastward spread of coyotes in the late 1800s. However,
contemporary interbreeding exits between C. lycaon to both C. lupus and C. latrans over much of its present
range complicating its present taxonomic characterization. While hybridization may be reducing the taxonomic distinctiveness of C. lycaon, it should not necessarily be viewed as negative inﬂuence. Hybridization
may be enhancing the adaptive potential of eastern wolves, allowing them to more eﬀectively exploit
available resources in rapidly changing environments.

Introduction
Numerous authors have long recognized that
wolves found in eastern North America are morphologically distinct from western and northern
populations of gray wolves (C. lupus) and coyotes
(C. latrans) (e.g., Miller 1912; Pockock 1935;
Young and Goldman 1944; Hall and Kelson 1959;
Peterson 1966; Kolenosky and Standﬁeld 1975;
Theberge 1991; Brewster and Fritts 1995; Nowak
1995, 2002; see Figures 1 and 2). The distinction is
most often based on the morphologically intermediate features of eastern wolves to these other
Canis species (Nowak 2002). In fact, the ﬁrst tax-

onomic descriptions of the eastern wolf by Schreber in 1775 (in Nowak 1995) referred to a distinct
species, C. lycaon, found in southern regions of
Ontario and Quebec extending southwards to a
poorly deﬁned boundary. Miller (1912) and
Pockock (1935) also recognized C. lycaon as a
distinct species of wolf in eastern North America.
However, most morphological studies maintain
that the eastern wolf is a subspecies of gray wolf,
C. lupus lycaon (e.g., Young and Goldman 1944;
Peterson 1966; Kolenosky and Standﬁeld 1975;
Nowak 1979, 1995, 2002). In either event, the
eastern wolf was viewed as morphologically distinct
from both gray wolves and western coyotes. The

taxonomic debate surrounding the eastern wolf was
rekindled when molecular markers were used to
investigate their genetic make-up (e.g., Lehman
et al. 1991, 1992; Roy et al. 1994; Wilson et al.
2000). Currently, there are three main hypotheses
regarding the taxonomic status of this animal:
(1) It is a smaller subspecies of the gray wolf (Canis
lupus lycaon), potentially resulting from postPleistocene/pre-European settlement hybridization between gray wolves (C. lupus) and red
wolves (C. rufus) (see Nowak 2002).
(2) It is a hybrid, and not a distinct species,
resulting from gray wolf (C. lupus) and coyote
(C. latrans) hybridization (see Lehman et al.
1991; Roy et al. 1994; Wayne and Vila 2003).
(3) It is a distinct species (C. lycaon) closely
related to red wolves (C. rufus) from the
southeastern United States (see Wilson et al.
2000).
Further understanding of the genetic nature
and evolutionary potential of the wolf-like canid
that exists in eastern North America is needed to
put current Canis conservation and management
strategies into perspective. Implications could
include: (a) recognizing the presence of another
potentially threatened Canis species, C. lycaon,
distinct to the Great Lakes region; (b) the misclassiﬁcation of, and overestimation of, C. lupus
numbers in the Great Lakes region, a population
that has recently been moved from ‘‘endangered’’
to ‘‘threatened’’ status by the US Fish and Wildlife
Service; and (c) if eastern wolves are hybrids
between Canis species, even if one of the congeners
is an endangered species, they would not be
aﬀorded a level of legal protection under the US
Endangered Species Act (http://www.fws.gov/le/
pdﬃles/ESA.doc). Here we attempt to address the
historical and contemporary taxonomic status of
the eastern wolf by summarizing molecular
studies and analyses that support or refute the
aforementioned biological hypotheses and speculate as to the nature of the wolf that may inhabit
this region in the future.

Canis species distribution pre-European settlement
It is important to put current taxonomic debates
into context by brieﬂy reviewing the distribution of

wolves in North America prior to European settlement. At this time, patterns of Canis species and
subspecies distributions were likely inﬂuenced by
habitat and prey selection (Mech 1970; Kolenosky
and Standﬁeld 1975; Moore and Parker 1992;
Nowak 1995; Geﬀen et al. 2004). It is thought that
gray wolves inhabited most of North America,
with the exception of the deciduous forests of
eastern North America (Nowak 1995), primarily
preying on larger ungulates (Kolenosky and
Standﬁeld 1975; Nowak 2002). Historically,
coyotes were restricted to the plains and deserts of
central North America (Bekoﬀ and Wells 1986;
Moore and Parker 1992), however, they expanded
their range into eastern North America in the early
1900s (Moore and Parker 1992; Nowak 2002). In
addition, in eastern North America, a morphologically distinct wolf has long been recognized
(Miller 1912; Pockock 1935; Young and Goldman
1944; Hall and Kelson 1959; Peterson 1966; Kolenosky and Standﬁeld 1975; Theberge 1991;
Brewster and Fritts 1995; Nowak 1983; 1995,
2002; see Figures 1 and 2). The distribution of the
eastern wolf coincided approximately with the
deciduous forests east of the Mississippi, from the
Gulf Coast to southern Ontario (Nowak 2002;
Figure 1), and the distribution of white-tailed deer
(Odocoileus virginianus) (Mech 1970), its preferred
prey species (Mech and Karns 1977; Forbes and
Theberge 1995).

Post-settlement Canis species distribution in eastern
North America
The advent of European settlement, and concomitant agricultural and deforestation practices,
fur harvests, and predator control programs led
to severe declines in the number of wolves and
large ungulates in eastern North America
(Young and Goldman 1944; Nowak 2002).
Wolves were extirpated from much of the eastern United States and Atlantic Canada by 1900
(Young and Goldman 1944; Parker 1995). Speciﬁcally, C. lupus was extirpated from southeastern Ontario and Quebec between the 1850s
and 1900 (Peterson 1955; Kolenosky and
Standﬁeld 1975; Franzmann and Schwartz 1997).
In the absence of C. lupus, it is hypothesized that

Figure 1. Interpretations by several authors of post-Pleistocene distributions of wolf species and subspecies in North America: (a)
Distribution of gray wolves in North America showing the eastern wolf as a distinct entity (adapted from Hall and Kelson 1959). Light
gray areas indicate gray wolf occurrence; dark gray area indicates gray wolf subspecies, C. l. lycaon, occurrence (similar C. l. lycaon
distribution reported in Young and Goldman 1944); (b) Geographic distribution of two species of wolf in North America (adapted
from Nowak 1983). Light gray areas indicate gray wolf (C. lupus) occurrence, white area indicates red wolf (C. rufus) occurrence, dark
gray area indicates gray wolf subspecies, C. l. lycaon, occurrence; (c) Geographic distribution of two species of wolf in North America
(adapted from Nowak 1995). Light gray areas indicate gray wolf (C. lupus) occurrence, white area indicates red wolf (C. rufus)
occurrence, dark gray area indicates gray wolf subspecies, C. l. lycaon, occurrence. Nowak (2002) interpreted C. l. lycaon to be a
subspecies formed by post-Pleistocene hybridization between gray wolves and red wolves; (d) Geographic distribution of wolves and
coyotes in North America following a three species evolutionary model (as per Wilson et al. 2000; Grewal 2001). Light gray areas
indicate gray wolf occurrence, dark gray area indicates eastern wolf occurrence, dotted area indicates coyote occurrence sympatric with
gray wolves. It should also be noted that Grewal (2001) suggests the distribution of C. lycaon extends into Manitoba as well; (e)
Hypothetical pre-European settlement geographic distribution of wolves and coyotes in North America showing the two species
evolutionary model suggested by Moore and Parker (1992) and maintained by subsequent authors (e.g., Lehman et al. 1992, Wayne
and Lehman 1992). Light gray areas indicate gray wolf distribution, dark gray area indicates coyote distribution. Lehman et al. (1991)
interpreted C. rufus to be a hybrid as a result of recent (post-European colonization) hybridization between the gray wolf and coyote.

Figure 1. Continued

Figure 2. Clinal distribution of four wolf ‘‘types’’ found in Ontario in 1970’s (adapted from Kolenosky and Standﬁeld 1975) including:
gray wolf along Hudson Bay; ‘‘Ontario type’’ of wolf across most of Ontario; ‘‘Algonquin type’’ of wolf in central Ontario; and a
‘‘Tweed type’’ of wolf in southern Ontario. One interpretation is that the Tweed wolf is a coyote–eastern wolf hybrid, the Algonquin
type is an eastern wolf less impacted by hybridization with coyotes, and the Ontario type is an eastern wolf/gray wolf hybrid. National
and Provincial Parks in Canada are identiﬁed by gray shading.

eastern wolves extended their range northward,
as anthropogenic landscape changes promoted a
northward extension of the range of white-tailed
deer (Kolenosky and Standﬁeld 1975; Nowak
2002, 2003). Similarly, wolf control programs
and anthropogenic modiﬁcation of the landscape
led to the expansion of coyote populations to
include the whole of the conterminous USA and
most of south and northwest Canada (Moore
and Parker 1992). Coyotes were rare in the
Great Lakes region until about 1890 (Nowak
1979; Moore and Parker 1992), reaching southeastern Ontario around 1920 (although possibly
as early as 1905), Quebec in 1945, New Brunswick in 1958 and Maine in 1970 (Kolenosky and
Standﬁeld 1975; Moore and Parker 1992).
It is important to note that there is little evidence of coyote hybridization with eastern wolf
populations between 10,000 and 100 ybp (Graham

and Lundelius 1994; Nowak 2002). However, the
early to mid 1900s arrival of coyotes to eastern
North America did lead to eastern wolf/coyote
hybridization (Silver and Silver 1969; Kolenosky
and Standﬁeld 1975). For example, in Ontario,
subsequent to the expansion of C. latrans,
Kolenosky and Standﬁeld (1975) recognized the
‘‘Tweed wolf’’ (also termed the eastern coyote;
Parker 1995), an animal they suggest resulted from
the hybridization of the ‘‘Algonquin type’’ of gray
wolf (C. l. lycaon) and C. latrans. In contrast to the
observations of hybridization between coyotes and
eastern wolves in eastern North America, no
hybridization has been observed between western
populations of gray wolves and coyotes (Pilgrim
et al. 1998), nor is there evidence of Mexican gray
wolves (C. l. baileyi) interbreeding with coyotes
where they occur in sympatry (Garcia-Moreno
et al. 1996; Hedrick et al. 1997).

Competing hypotheses on the origin and taxonomic
status of eastern wolves
C. lupus subspecies hypothesis
The eastern wolf phenotype is a continuum of sizes
ranging between that of C. lupus and C. latrans.
This morphological variation has been attributed
to either interspeciﬁc hybridization between
C. lupus and C. latrans (Nowak 1979, 1995) or a
phenotypic plastic response to changes in prey size
(Young and Goldman 1944; Kolenosky and
Standﬁeld 1975; Schmitz and Kolenosky 1985;
Thurber and Peterson 1991; Brewster and Fritts
1995; Nowak 1995). In either case, the eastern wolf
has been viewed as a C. lupus subspecies, C. l.
lycaon, by the aforementioned authors.
Nowak (2002) suggests that the modern range of
the smaller eastern wolf, C. l. lycaon, was historically occupied by a larger C. lupus that had moved
from the west following the retreat of the glaciers at
the end of the Pleistocene. Nowak (2002, 2003) then
hypothesized that C. rufus, considered by this author to be a distinct southeastern United States
Canis species, would have moved northward postglaciation and these two species would have
hybridized at their distributional interface, resulting
in the eastern wolf (Figure 1). Cranial measurements of eastern wolf fossils from southeastern
Ontario and southern Quebec were found intermediate in size to C. rufus and western C. lupus and
these ﬁndings are taken as evidence of a natural
hybridization of those two species. As such, Nowak
(1979, 1992, 1995, 2002, 2003) considered eastern
wolves to be a C. lupus subspecies.
Genetic data pertaining to the C. lupus subspecies
hypothesis
The C. lupus subspecies hypothesis is rejected
by most recent molecular data (e.g., Lehman et al.
1991; Roy et al. 1994, 1996; Wilson et al. 2000,
2003; Grewal 2001; Grewal et al. 2004). These
studies have all found extensive evidence of
C. latrans or C. rufus alleles and haplotypes within
eastern wolf populations, but a general lack of
C. lupus alleles and haplotypes that would be
expected for the C. lupus subspeciﬁc designation to
be valid. Importantly, Wilson et al. (2003) found
that two historic eastern wolf samples (pre-coyote
presence) had mitochondrial DNA haplotypes not
found in other extant gray wolf populations.

In contrast to other molecular studies, however, Y chromosome intron work by Shami (2002)
provides a less clear distinction between eastern
wolves and gray wolves. Shami (2002) elucidated
four Y-intron haplotypes, one of which was
interpreted as C. lupus speciﬁc, and found in high
frequency in some extant eastern wolf populations.
It is unclear if the presence of a putatively C. lupus
speciﬁc haplotype in extant populations of eastern
wolves is indicative of a historic hybridization
event between C. rufus/C. lupus (sensu Nowak
2002) or if this haplotype is simply ancestral to
both species.
C. lupus/C. latrans hybridization hypothesis
Several authors have interpreted their genetic
data as evidence of hybridization between gray
wolves and coyotes in the Great Lakes region
(e.g., Lehman et al. 1991; Wayne et al. 1992; Roy
et al. 1994, 1996; Reich et al. 1999). These authors
suggest the lack of unique alleles and haplotypes within eastern wolves (and southern red
wolves) indicates that they are of hybrid origin
from the interbreeding of gray wolves and coyotes, and therefore they should not be considered
distinct species. If these animals are of hybrid
origin, there are important conservation and
management implications such as hybrids not
warranting any level of protection in the United
States (US Endangered Species Act, 2004: http://
www.fws.gov/le/pdﬃles/ESA.doc). In contrast,
hybrids would be protected based on the status of
the parent species in Ontario (as per the Fish and
Wildlife Conservation Act, 1997: http://www.
e-laws.gov.on.ca:81/ISYSquery/IRL18AE.tmp/9/
doc and the Heritage Hunting and Fishing Act,
2002: http://www.e-laws.gov.on.ca:81/ISYSquery/
IRL18B5.tmp/2/doc). This raises the question of
allocating resources to conserving an animal that
is the result of recent hybridization likely due to
anthropogenic inﬂuences on the landscape allowing for the eastern range expansion of coyotes. The
main proponents of the hybrid origins hypothesis
do concede that hybridization between coyotes
and gray wolves may have occurred pre-European
settlement, and as such the contemporary eastern
wolf would warrant a level of conservation. These
authors also suggest that their results reﬂect a
unidirectional introgression from male gray wolves
to female coyotes; viable hybrids would be able to

back-cross with gray wolves, but not coyotes
(Lehman et al. 1991; Wayne and Jenks 1991; Roy
et al. 1994, 1996; Wayne 1995; but see Kolenosky
1971; Schmitz and Kolenosky 1985). They attribute hybridization between gray wolves and coyotes in eastern populations, something that is not
observed between western populations of these
species (Pilgrim et al. 1998), to high coyote
densities and low gray wolf densities in the east.
They contend that this would have led to an Allee
eﬀect for gray wolves that would have then mated
with coyotes.
Genetic data pertaining to the C. lupus/C. latrans
hybridization hypothesis
Lehman et al. (1991) suggested that a gray wolf/
coyote hybrid zone exists from western Ontario
and northern Minnesota through to north shore of
the St. Lawrence. Based on mtDNA restriction
data, a signiﬁcant proportion of wolves from these
regions were found to have haplotypes identical to
those found in western coyote populations, and as
such these wolves were viewed as hybrids. West of
the Great Lakes region, no introgression was observed between gray wolves and coyotes where
wolf aggression towards coyotes has been observed (e.g., Carbyn 1982), similar to observations
by Mech (1966) on Isle Royale, Michigan. This
hybrid zone matches well with the morphotypes of
C. l. lycaon described by Kolenosky and Standﬁeld
(1975; Figure 2). Lehman et al. (1991) suggested
that northern Ontario wolves, ‘‘boreal type,’’
would have no coyote genetic material; central
Ontario wolves, described as an ‘‘Algonquin
type,’’ represent a slow yet steady inﬂux of coyote
genes into wolf populations, and the third type of
C. l. lycaon, ‘‘Tweed’’ wolf, also known as the
eastern coyote, would be composed primarily of
western coyote genetic material. Lehman et al.
(1991), conclude their study by stating that,
‘‘wolves may be increasingly threatened by interbreeding with coyotes.’’
To further explore the level of coyote introgression into gray wolf populations, Roy et al.
(1994) used 10 autosomal microsatellite markers to
analyze populations of both non-hybridizing and
hybridizing populations of C. lupus and C. latrans
from North America (hybridizing populations
from Minnesota, Maine, and southern Quebec).
Forty wolves from a C. rufus captive population
were also analyzed in this study. No alleles were

found to be unique to C. rufus or the Minnesota,
Maine, and southern Quebec populations, and as
such, these data were considered not to refute the
hybrid origin hypothesis. A tree of the genetic
distances between populations suggested that the
red wolf (captive population) and hybridizing
wolves from Minnesota and southern Quebec were
closely related and intermediate to ‘‘pure’’ C. lupus
and C. latrans populations. Again, this was viewed
as not refuting the hybrid origin hypothesis. Roy
et al. (1994) suggested that, although coyote
introgression into wolf populations in the Great
Lakes region is less extensive than that observed in
the captive red wolf population, continued
hybridization is expected to undermine genetic
integrity of wolves in this region given continued
habitat changes that favor an increase in coyote
populations.
To investigate if the hybridization of coyotes
and gray wolves occurred historically, Roy et al.
(1996) studied the mtDNA cytochrome b gene
from 17 pre-1940 red wolves (although there is
some question as to the origin of the pelts, see
Nowak 2002). Most red wolf haplotypes seemed
to be closely related to coyote haplotypes, but
some unique red wolf haplotypes were observed.
Roy et al. (1996), however, found that red wolf
and coyote clades were interspersed throughout
the most parsimonious phylogenetic tree and not
monophyletic as might be expected if the red
wolf was a distinct species. The lack of unique
groupings of red wolf haplotypes would therefore not refute the hybrid origin hypothesis.
However, the authors do point out that the most
parsimonious tree could have coyote haplotypes
in a monophyletic clade with one more mutational step, and red wolf haplotypes in a
monophyletic clade with 9 more mutational
steps. A potential problem with this study is that
samples from the Great Lakes regions were
interpreted as being either of coyote or gray wolf
origin only, hence animals with intermediate
characteristics were automatically considered to
be of hybrid origin. However, the similarity of
captive and pre-1940 red wolves to Minnesota
and southern Quebec wolf populations, both
with characteristics intermediate to both coyotes
and gray wolves, could as easily be interpreted
as belonging to a third category of Canis instead
of being indicative of introgression between
coyotes and gray wolves.

In order to determine when coyotes and gray
wolves might have hybridized, Reich et al. (1999)
analyzed the microsatellite data from Roy et al.
(1994) using a step-wise mutation model. They
found that red wolves were the result of a relatively recent (with very broad conﬁdence limits)
hybridization. This work was later supported by
Wang (2003), who using Roy et al.’s (1994) data
set, found similar levels of hybridization with a
maximum-likelihood method to estimate admixture proportions.
In a recent review of canid genetics, Wayne
and Vila (2003) seem to soften their stance on
the hybrid origins of the eastern wolf based on
recent molecular data. They state, ‘‘C. lycaon
might have been a distinct red wolf-like species
that is now interbreeding with C. lupus and migrated into Canada after the last glaciation.’’
However, the authors maintain that the main
argument against a distinct species hypothesis is
that haplotypes that seem to be exclusive to
eastern wolves are not reciprocally monophyletic
(sensu Moritz 1994) to deﬁne an evolutionary
signiﬁcant unit (ESU). It should be noted,
however, that reciprocal monophyly is not observed for many species where there is no debate
concerning their validity as a species (e.g.,
Crandall et al. 2000). Furthermore, most of the
eastern wolf molecular analyses to date have
only studied small fragments of the mtDNA
genome (350 bp or less). By studying larger
mtDNA fragments, the lack of reciprocal
monophyly may be partially resolved. It should
also be noted that given the signiﬁcant decline
in wolf numbers in the mid 1800s through
1900s, several intermediate haplotypes may have
been lost (see Leonard et al. 2005). Hence, the
observed phylogenetic tree may not be completely representative of this species’ evolutionary
history.
Finally, one would expect that if hybridization
were possible between western gray wolves and
coyotes when gray wolf populations are at very
low densities that western regions with low density, recolonizing populations of wolves (e.g.,
Montana and Wyoming) would exhibit a similar
mechanism. Hybrids have yet to be observed in
these regions (Pilgrim et al. 1998). Interestingly,
there is also no evidence of hybridization between
Mexican gray wolves (C. l. baileyi) and coyotes
where they are sympatric (Garcia-Moreno et al.

1996; Hedrick et al. 1997), further undermining
the hypothesis of gray wolf and coyote hybridization when wolves are found at low density.
Distinct species, C. lycaon, hypothesis (sensu
Wilson et al. 2000)
Gray wolves were thought to have occupied much
of Ontario prior to European colonization (Bates
1958). Intense predator control programs along
with fur and forest harvesting in the 1800s led to
declines in the number of wolves and large ungulates in southern and eastern Ontario (Peterson
1955; Kolenosky and Standﬁeld 1975; Franzmann
and Schwartz 1997; Boitani 2003). This led to the
inﬂux of white-tailed deer into the region better
suited to this modiﬁed habitat. It is then hypothesized (e.g., Wilson et al. 2000; Grewal 2001;
Grewal et al. 2004) that this in turn led to smaller
eastern wolves (thought to be the same species as
the southern red wolf, C. rufus, by these authors)
expanding their range northwards during the
1800s from their original distribution associated
with deciduous forests east of the Mississippi
(Nowak 1995). This hypothesis suggests that the
eastern wolf is a distinct species of Canis, sharing a
recent common ancestor with coyotes that originated in North America. The close relationship of
eastern wolves and coyotes explains the ability of
these two species to readily hybridize, whereas
more distantly related gray wolves do not seem to
hybridize with coyotes (Garcia-Moreno et al.
1996; Hedrick et al. 1997; Pilgrim et al. 1998).
Genetic data pertaining to the distinct species,
C. lycaon, hypothesis (sensu Wilson et al. 2000)
All molecular papers prior to 1998 suggest
hybridization explains the origin of the red wolf
and eastern wolf until Bertorelle and Excoﬃer
(1998) developed a test for inferring admixture
proportions from molecular data based on a coalescent approach. They applied this statistical
estimator to admixed Canis populations based on
microsatellite information from Roy et al. (1994).
Simulations of three potential models of admixture
between these groups suggested that the evolutionary process that led to the red wolf species was
likely something other than a simple hybridization
event. Their model suggests that red wolves and
coyotes likely shared a recent common ancestor.
This has deﬁnite implications for the eastern wolf’s

origin given the similarities observed between
eastern wolves and red wolves in earlier genetic
studies (Roy et al. 1994, 1996).
Further evidence pertaining to this hypothesis
came from a study of eastern wolves by Wilson
et al. (2000). Using both autosomal microsatellites
and the mtDNA control region, a genetic similarity was observed between red wolves and eastern wolves in the form of similar microsatellite
allele frequencies and closely related mtDNA
haplotypes. Furthermore, several haplotypes were
independent of those found in both non-hybridizing coyote and gray wolf populations. Wilson
et al. (2000) suggested that red wolves and eastern
wolves may be the same species sharing a recent
common ancestor with coyotes (150,000–
300,000 ybp), independent of the gray wolf
lineage. Given their results, Wilson et al. (2000)
proposed that the eastern wolf retain its original
designation, C. lycaon (Schreber 1775 (in Nowak
2002); Miller 1912; Pockock 1935).
The idea that the red wolf, C. rufus, and eastern
wolf, C. lycaon, were indeed a distinct third species
of Canis in North America resulted in much controversy. To further test their hypothesis, Wilson
et al. (2003) examined two wolf samples thought
to predate the eastward spread of coyotes. A
northern New York state wolf sample from
around 1890 and another from Maine around
1880 were analyzed. Both samples were found to
have haplotypes that were more coyote-like, and
clearly not of C. lupus origin. The Maine sample
clustered with previously identiﬁed eastern wolf
and C. rufus mtDNA sequences. The New York
sample clustered with modern western-coyote
populations. They suggest that the clustering of
the New York samples with coyote populations
could be evidence for either (1) an earlier than
presumed (by 40 years) coyote presence and introgression into eastern wolves or (2) that C. latrans
and C. lycaon share a recent common ancestor.
They argue that, C. lupus and C. latrans do not
seem to hybridize in western populations based on
ﬁeld observations (Thurber and Peterson 1991)
and genetic studies (Lehman et al. 1991; Wayne
and Lehman 1992; Roy et al. 1994; Pilgrim et al.
1998; Arjo and Pletcher 1999), but there is evidence that eastern wolves and gray wolves could
(Mech and Federoﬀ 2002; Grewal et al. 2004).
Hence, the more probable scenario is that C. latrans and C. lycaon share a common ancestor. A

potential weakness of the studies by Wilson et al.
(2000, 2003), however, is that only western C. lupus and C. latrans were used as baselines for
‘‘pure’’ populations of coyotes and gray wolves
(although ‘‘pure’’ C. latrans may not exist in
eastern North America, Schmidz and Kolenosky
1985). Using only western populations could pose
a problem as C. lupus has been found to have a
signiﬁcant degree of genetic structuring (Roy et al.
1994; Forbes and Boyd 1997; Sharma et al. 2004;
Leonard et al. 2005), such that alleles and haplotypes found in western populations may be different from those in northeastern populations of
C. lupus.
Hedrick et al. (2002) examined the major histocompatibility complex (MHC) class II gene
DRB1 from a captive red wolf population and
coyotes from Texas and North Carolina. They
found only four alleles among the 48 captive red
wolves, two of which were found in coyote populations, one from a previous gray wolf MHC
study, and another allele unique to red wolves,
that was found in the highest frequency. The allele
unique to red wolves was very closely related to
that found in the coyote populations. From this
the authors suggest that red wolves are more closely related to coyotes than to gray wolves supporting the work of Bertorelle and Excoﬃer (1998)
and Wilson et al. (2000). However, MHC genes
are most often not appropriate for phylogenetic
studies as there can be more intraspeciﬁc variation
than interspeciﬁc variation within this region of
the genome. The authors acknowledge the possibility that further examination of gray wolves may
reveal other alleles identical or more similar to the
red wolf alleles.
Grewal (2001) investigated the extent of the
eastern wolf’s distribution in Ontario by analyzing
269 animals using mtDNA control region sequences and eight autosomal microsatellite loci.
Grewal (2001) found northwestern Ontario through
to northeast Ontario populations of wolves mostly
had haplotypes unique to eastern wolves, but also
a number of haplotypes also found in western
C. lupus populations. This was taken as evidence
of contemporary C. lupus/C. lycaon hybridization
in these regions. In the southeastern portion of the
province, wolf populations again were found to
have mostly eastern wolf speciﬁc haplotypes, but
also a signiﬁcant number of haplotypes also found
in western coyote populations. This was taken to

Figure 3. Approximate present day geographic distribution of eastern North American wolves with a genetic composition that is
predominately C. lycaon with more C. latrans material to the south and east of the distribution and more C. lupus material to the
northwest (adapted from Grewal 2001). Stippled area indicates zone of wolves identiﬁed as coyote and gray wolf hybrids by Lehman
et al. (1991). Putative present day distribution of the eastern wolf shown by stippled area (Ontario and Quebec). Dotted outline show
regions where eastern wolves and gray wolves may be sympatric (Manitoba, Minnesota, Wisconsin and Michigan). Stripped locations
in North Carolina indicate present day red wolf distributions (Captive program and Alligator River Refuge). Note that Pukaskwa
National Park (PNP) wolves were identiﬁed as C. lupus with very little C. lycaon genetic introgression (Grewal 2001).

suggest that eastern wolves had hybridized with
C. latrans in the southern portions of the province
(see Figures 2 and 3). A remnant pocket of a
C. lupus population, free of eastern wolf speciﬁc or
western coyote genetic material was also found
adjacent to the southeastern part of Lake Superior
(Pukaskwa National Park, Figure 3). Interestingly, the Pukaskwa National Park region is
dominated by boreal forests, with the predominant
ungulate being moose. The distribution of eastern
wolf populations, with varying degrees of C. lupus
introgression in north and C. latrans introgression
in the south, ﬁts very closely with the Ontario
‘‘races’’ of wolves deﬁned by Kolenosky and
Standﬁeld (1975) in Figure 2. One interpretation is
the ‘‘Ontario type’’ found in boreal forests would

be represented by the remnant C. lupus population
in the Pukaskwa region; the ‘‘Algonquin type’’ in
the deciduous forests would be representative of
the majority of the present populations in the
northeastern, northwestern, and central regions
(eastern wolf with some coyote and gray wolf
introgression), and the ‘‘Tweed wolf’’/eastern
coyote in the south and southeast would be representative of the eastern wolf/western coyote
hybrids found in the southeastern portions of the
province (see Figure 2). An alternate interpretation is the ‘‘Ontario type’’ represents C. lupus
impacted by C. lycaon stretching across northern
Ontario from east to west, while the ‘‘Algonquin
type’’ represents non-hybridized eastern wolf in
central regions, and the ‘‘Tweed wolf’’ or eastern

coyote represents a C. latrans hybrid (impacted
with C. lycaon). The original gray wolf thought to
have inhabited most of Ontario may be represented by the remnant C. lupus population in the
Pukaskwa region. In either event, the eastern wolf
cannot be regarded as a C. lupus subspecies based
on these data.
Shami (2002) used Y-chromosome studies as an
independent test to previous mtDNA work to
elucidate the phylogenetic relationships among
eastern wolves, coyotes, and gray wolves. Shami
(2002) genotyped 383 animals using Y-chromosome microsatellite regions and found 46 haplotypes. Shami (2002) found that although eastern
wolves and eastern coyotes contain western coyote
mtDNA, they lack western coyote Y-chromosomes. This suggests that there has been asymmetric mating between western coyotes and
eastern wolves (Lehman et al. 1991). Eastern
wolves possess two predominant haplotypes,
neither of which is found in gray wolves. A phylogenetic tree of the Y-haplotypes group animals
from central Ontario with other coyote and eastern
Canis haplotypes suggests they are more closely
related to coyotes than to gray wolves. Shami
(2002) found no overlapping haplotypes between
the Northwest Territories wolves and western
coyote populations. With few exceptions, the
number of alleles present in each region is quite
high, despite some regions having low sample sizes.
Hence, the sampling in this study was probably not
suﬃcient to determine the genetic structure of
many of the sampled populations and resulted in a
high number of unclassiﬁed eastern Canis haplotypes. There is a need to analyze more coyote and
gray wolf populations to get a clear indication of
the inter-relationships of the Y-haplotypes, however, the ﬁndings from this study do not refute the
hypothesis of a distinct species of eastern wolf,
C. lycaon, closely related to coyotes.
Shami (2002) also investigated a Y-chromosome intron region (slower evolving region of
Y-chromosome than the Y-microsatellites). In this
study, four intron sequence haplotypes were
found: one in Northwest Territories gray wolves,
one in western coyotes, one thought to be exclusive
to eastern wolves, and one intron was found to be
ancestral to the other three. It should be noted that
both putatively gray wolf Y-intron and eastern
wolf introns were found in some canids from
Ohio, Vermont, and New York. Shami (2002)

interpreted these data as suggesting a historic
presence of gray wolves in these regions given no
coyote Y-chromosome haplotypes were observed
in western populations.

Conclusions
Of the three main taxonomic hypotheses regarding
eastern wolves, molecular data formally reject the
hypothesis that eastern wolves are a C. lupus
subspecies due to lack of C. lupus genes in eastern
wolves and predominant presence of coyote-like
genes in these populations (e.g., Lehman et al.
1991; Roy et al. 1994, 1996; Wilson et al. 2000,
2003; Grewal 2001; Shami 2002; Grewal et al.
2004). The hypothesis that eastern wolves are the
result of C. lupus/C. latrans hybridization cannot
be rejected by all of the molecular data. These data
include the fact that there are no microsatellite
alleles unique to eastern wolves and the presence
of presumably gray wolf Y-chromosome haplotypes in eastern wolf populations (Shami 2002).
However, given the lack of C. lupus haplotypes in
eastern wolves prior to the mid- to late-1800s
expansion of coyotes into the region (Wilson et al.
2003), we are led to reject this hypothesis. In
addition, many of the genes (mtDNA and
Y-chromosome) found in eastern wolves were not
found in either western coyote or northern gray
wolf populations and seem to be exclusive to
eastern wolves (Wilson et al. 2000; Grewal 2001;
Shami 2002) further undermining the hybrid
hypothesis. Although debate persists, the distinct
species hypothesis is currently not rejected by any
of the aforementioned molecular studies. Our review supports the proposal of Wilson et al. 2003
that suggests eastern wolves were likely a distinct
species, C. lycaon, prior to the eastern expansion
of coyotes. This follows from observations by
authors who have long-recognized a morphologically distinct, deer-eating wolf in eastern North
America (e.g., Miller 1912; Pockock 1935; Young
and Goldman 1944; Hall and Kelson 1959;
Peterson 1966; Kolenosky and Standﬁeld 1975;
Theberge 1991; Brewster and Fritts 1995; Nowak
1983, 1995, 2002, see Figure 1).
With the exception of the chosen nomenclature, the distribution maps of eastern wolves
shown by Nowak (1983, 1995, 2002; see Figure 1)
should not be discounted if eastern wolves and red

wolves are indeed a closely related species (sensu
Wilson et al. 2000). The red wolf and eastern wolf
have been shown to share many similarities
(morphological, behavioral, and molecular characteristics; Wilson et al. 2000; Nowak 2002).
Based on these similarities, and the lack of geographic barriers separating these putatively different species (C. rufus and C. l. lycaon, sensu
Nowak 2002), it would seem that the red wolf and
the eastern wolf could be considered remnants of
an eastern North American evolved wolf with no
recent connection to the gray wolf that evolved in
Eurasia. Hence, eastern wolves could represent the
remaining natural populations of this once widespread species complex (Wilson et al. 2000).
The pre-European settlement, morphological
distinctiveness of eastern wolves, relative to gray
wolves and western coyotes was likely the result of
glacial barriers (Nowak 2002) that were subsequently maintained by reproductive barriers
attributable to habitat and prey speciﬁcities of
these Canis species (Kolenosky and Standﬁeld
1975; Moore and Parker 1992; Nowak 1995;
Geﬀen et al. 2004). We suggest that subsequent to
European settlement, agricultural and forestry
practices along with predator control programs led
to the breakdown of reproductive barriers between
C. lupus and C. lycaon in the northwestern portions of C. lycaon’s distribution and C. latrans in
the southeastern portion of its range. Hence, the
contemporary hybridization between these Canis
species led to the various morphotypes described
in Kolenosky and Standﬁeld (1975). The anthropogenic changes in eastern North America that led
to the demise of most gray wolf populations promoted a habitat more suited to deer and an inﬂux
of western coyotes in the late 1800s and early
1900s (Moore and Parker 1992; Quinn 2004). A
northward extension of eastern wolves into habitats previously dominated by C. lupus, followed by
the inﬂux of coyotes from the west has resulted in
varying degrees of contemporary interbreeding of
eastern wolves to both C. latrans and C. lupus over
much of its present range. Hence, the current
taxonomic distinctiveness of eastern wolves has
been somewhat clouded (Figures 2 and 3).
Recent molecular studies indicate that the
eastern wolf’s relatively narrow present distribution includes central and western Quebec, central
and northeastern Ontario, possibly extending
around the Great Lakes region, and through to

southern Manitoba (Lehman et al. 1991; Grewal
2001; see Figure 3). To the north and west of this
distribution, increasing levels of C. lupus genetic
material are observed, in contrast, to the south and
east of the distribution, increasing levels of
C. latrans genetic material are observed. However,
a remnant pocket of a C. lupus population, with
minimal evidence of eastern wolf genetic material,
was observed at the core of this distribution
(Figure 3). More extensive sampling at the
periphery of the eastern wolf’s distribution needs
to take place to clearly outline where C. lycaon and
C. lupus populations persist and where C. latrans
continues to invade.
The ﬁnding that there is another North
American Canis species has numerous conservation and management implications. If C. lycaon is
recognized as another Canis species in the Great
Lakes region, current numbers of C. lupus would
be overestimated, potentially inﬂuencing its conservation status. Further, in the southern USA,
attempts have been made to identify and remove
both hybrid C. rufus individuals with C. latrans
DNA and C. latrans individuals within certain
animal reserves to promote a pure genetic stock of
C. rufus (see Adams et al. 2003; Miller et al. 2003).
Such a program is likely not practical, nor desirable for eastern wolves that now comprise a continuum of morphotypes in the Great Lakes region,
from larger C. lycaon animals with C. lupus genetic
material in the northwest to smaller C. lycaon with
C. latrans genetic material in the southeast of its
current range (Grewal 2001; Figure 3). In our
opinion, less emphasis should be given to preserving the eastern wolf’s phenotype; the concern
should be conserving the evolutionary process
(sensu Moritz 1999, 2002). This can be accomplished by protecting the genetic diversity found in
Canis species, that if lost is not recoverable,
whereas adaptive phenotypes can be recovered
through recurrent selection (Moritz 2002). Canis
species are a highly vagile and fast adapting species. This is reﬂected by the rapid invasion of
C. latrans to eastern North America, and the
presence of C. latrans/lycaon hybrids that are well
adapted to the anthropogenically modiﬁed landscapes of southern Ontario and Quebec where
other species would likely not thrive. As such,
irrespective of the eastern wolf’s taxonomic
origins, current hybridization in eastern Canis
populations should not always be viewed as

negative. For instance, if hybridization has occurred naturally between migrating gray wolves
and eastern wolves after the last glaciation, it
should be allowed to continue. In fact, similar
processes are observed in many plant species where
hybridization may be the mechanism protecting
their genetic diversity (Soltis and Gitzendanner
1999). Management policies should allow eastern
wolves to continue to adapt to their changing
environment as an eﬃcient means towards establishing a Canis population that is able to eﬀectively
exploit the available habitat and prey-base. There
is some evidence (see Grewal 2001; Grewal et al.
2004) of reproductive barriers between eastern
coyotes and eastern wolves in central Ontario that
has been associated with the changing prey-base in
this region (Quinn 2004). In some regions of central Ontario the predominant ungulate is moose, a
species that is not easily preyed upon by a smaller
eastern wolf/coyote hybrids (Forbes and Theberge
1992, 1995; Quinn 2004). Natural selection should
favor the presence of larger C. lycaon or C. lycaon/
C. lupus animals where moose predominate.
Overall, it should be noted that molecular
investigations of eastern North American wolf
populations have provided much insight into the
ecology, behavior, and conservation issues surrounding these species. These studies need to
continue given that a signiﬁcant amount of
hybridization has occurred between the three species that currently inhabit this region, and that
hybrid zones are dynamic, quickly changing in size
with varying levels of habitat conservation and
management (Wayne and Vila 2003).
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